
Applying last innovations of our AI R&D team to the use case to push forward the
performance of our algorithms, and testing new state-of-the-art methods from scratch based
on recent articles (especially in the fields of segmentation, object detection, ensembling, and
active/continuous learning).
Developing, training and testing the deep learning algorithms using our AI framework.
Coming up with new ideas to push forward the performance of our algorithms.
Develop dedicated Computer Vision pre-processing and post-processing stages to push
forward the performance of the models, and possibly work closely with the AI framework
team to integrate them into production
Contributing to the specifications of our AI framework to enhance productivity.
Understanding the needs and expectations for the detectors to improve (what environment it
has to be performant on, what functioning point is needed, etc.) in order to help planning new
developments and define the testing sets to monitor them.
Work closely with the GIS team and business experts to understand those needs.

Currently enrolled for a master’s degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science,
Computer Vision, AI or similar field
Know-how in the fields of data science & deep learning
Understanding of Convolutional Neural Networks architectures for Segmentation and Object
Detection
Good software engineering skills with Python.
Experience with collaborative programming & the usage of Git (Branch, Pull Request, Code
reviews …)
Rigorous, creative and meticulous mind
Excellent organizational skills, autonomy, and reporting capabilities.
Willingness to take on challenges, show resiliency and like to always learn new skills

Experience with Deep Learning framework such as Keras and/or TensorFlow is a plus
Strong knowledge in Computer Vision
Proficiency with docker
Experience working with remote sensing images
Experience working in a startup environment
Skills in SQL, Elasticsearch and JS
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Apply: hr@earthcube.eu Earthcube.eu @Earthcube @EarthcubeEC3 Earthcube earthcube_life

https://www.earthcube.eu/
http://linkedin.com/company/earthcube
https://www.earthcube.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM_1OBDMCjCfUS2pe96t3nA
https://www.instagram.com/earthcube_life/

